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An Overview of Middle English in
Harvard Manuscripts

M

anuscripts in Harvard collections that contain Middle
English deserve to be better known, as two recent publications illustrate. In Chapter 8, "The Brut Chronicles
and the Chronicles of London in the Fifteenth Centurv,"
of Antonia Gransdcn's Historical\Vriting in England, II: c. 1307 to the
Ear~ySixteenth Century (1982), the author admits to being perplexed
in the matter of the exemplar(s) used by the first and second printers
of Robert Fabyan's l\'ew Chroniclesof England and France. Gransden
assumes that the first printer, Richard Pynson, used British Library
Cotton MS Nero C. xi for his 1516 edition, the same exemplar used
by the second printer, \Villiam Rastell, in 1533, for his fuller edition,
but she acknowledges the oddity of the greater length of the Rastell
edition:- "\Vhy Pynson should have omitted the ending is obscure"
(p. 246). The reason Pynson's version is shorter is that he apparently
did not use the Cotton codex as his exemplar. Rather he used the
shorter version in the codex that is now Houghton f\1S ENG i66,
part II of Fabyan's Chronicles,a manuscript Gransden did not know.
Similarly, in Chapter 9, "Chroniclers of the \Vars of the Roses" of
that same volume, Gransden discusses in detail, for fifteen pages, the
metrical Chronicle of John Hardyng; that discussion analyzes the
manuscript tradition of the text, with particular focus on the three
British manuscripts representing the last, full version of the text
presented to Edward IV and containing three folios of maps illustrating the lowlands and highlands of Scotland. \Vhat appears to be
an even fuller example of that chronicle, complete with maps and
- like the Fabyan codex- unknown to Gransden, is f;vlS ENG 1054
in the Houghton Library.
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:\nothcr indication of the importance of a Harvard manuscript
comes from the second issue of the 1980 Records bf Earlv. English
'Drama Se1.;;s/etter.In it C. E .. \kGcc issued a pica for information
concerning the existence of a manuscript containing the account by
John Younge, Somerset I krald, of the Fyancclls of \fargarct Tudor
to James I\' of Scotland and her Progress from Richmond to Edinburgh in 1502/03. \kGcc kne'\v of a College of .\rms manuscript of
the Progress, but that codex docs not agree with the Thomas I karnc
transcription published by John Leland in his Collectanea(1774), nor
docs it contain the Fyancclls. The manuscript sought by \kGec
containing both Younge's accounts - and perhaps the one used by
I karnc - is another I Ioughton manuscript, f\1S ENG 1095.
To address the need to make more widely knmvn those manuscripts
containing \tiddle English in I Iarvard collections, I have compiled
this hand list of \fiddle English found in codices held in four I Ian·ard
libraries. The preparation of this handlist began with an examination
of all I larvard manuscripts of English origin, regardless of language,
that were written before 1550 .. \kdieval codices of Continental origin
with possible English connections were also examined in each of the
four libraries with early manuscript holdings: Houghton Library;
\\'idcner Library; the Treasure Room of the Harvard Law School
I ,ibrary; and the Rare Books Department of the Francis:\. Countway
Library of \kdicine. Countway Library, which combines the holdings of the I larvard \kdical School and the Boston \kdical Library,
is located in Boston rather than in Cambridge, the site of the other
three libraries.
Of the approximately 150 codices examined, forty-one contain
\fiddle English, a total that includes three unrelated single leaves in
I loughton, each classified as a codex. T\\·enty-threc arc in Houghton,
fourteen in the Law Library, three in Countway, and one in the llarry
Elkins \Videner collection housed in Widener Librarv. Onlv thirteen
of the forty-one, all in l foughton, arc exclusively English-language
codices. The remaining twenty-eight manuscripts arc combined \liddlc English
and Law French (four, all in the Law Librarv),
.\fiddle
...
'
English and Latin (seventeen, with all four libraries represented), and
polyglot (seven codices); the seven polyglot manuscripts contain texts
in three languages:
Latin, French, and Middle English,
and - in one
'...
instance - an Arabic wordlist is to be found as well.

For purposes of the handlist, the .\tiddle English period is defined
as extending from 1100 to 1525. '.'\o Harvard library has Old English
texts from before I JOO,and, as one might expect, almost all .\liddle
English in I larvard manuscripts dates from the last 150 years of the
period. The .\liddle English in four manuscripts dates from the fourteenth century, in thirty-t\vo from the fifteenth, and in seven from
the sixteenth. The breakdown by century gives a total of more than
forty-one because, in the case of booklet-compiled manuscripts \vhere
the booklets date from different centuries, such as Countwav .\1S 18,
I have tallied the separate dates.
·
In physical make-up, thirty of the forty-one manuscripts are parchment, nine paper, and two a mixture. Ten of the forty-one have
illuminated initials, and nine contain illustrations, including historiated initials, and diagrams. Roger Wieck's recent Late ,Hedieval and
Renaissance Illuminated Manuscripts 1350-1525 in the Houghton Library
includes entries for six of these illustrated codices and provides smallscale plates from each of the six. The survey recorded only one named
scribe, a "Rither Scriptor," Rither being spelled various) y with an i or
y, in Houghton .\lS ENG 587, an acephalous prose Brut to 1419.
The handlist contains entries for 147 items of .\liddle English.
'There arc seventy-seven entries for prose, an enumeration that does
not count prologues as separate from the texts they introduce. Of the
seventy-seven prose items, ten are flyleaf or marginal writings, some
quite brief, others more extensive. Flyleaf writings seem to occur
more frequently in professional books; there arc no .\liddle English
flyleaf writings in Houghton manuscripts, but there arc six in La\\'
Library codices and four in Countway manuscripts.
Verse entries in the handlist number seventy, but that total
demands some explanation. The figure is somewhat misleading
because most of the five prose Brut manuscripts contain three or four
instances of verse, each of which I indexed separately, and Fabyan's
chronicle particularly inflates the total with entries for its thirty-six
separate poems.
To sketch a picture of the Middle English component of Harvard
manuscripts, it is necessary to go beyond quantification. Collections
inevitably reflect the concerns of collectors \vhose private libraries
come into the possession of institutional libraries, by bequest or
purchase. Of the two collectors whose tastes shaped Harvard collec-
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tions of .\liddlc English, \Villiam King Richardson (1859-1951) is
noteworthy for his interest in decorated and illuminated manuscripts.
I Iis bequest accounts for five richly decorated .\liddle English manuscripts. The other collector whose mark can be seen in the hamHist
was the turn-of-the-century
English antiquarian, George Dunn
(1865-1912). Dunn's extensive collection of medieval English legal
manuscripts was bought en bloc by the I larvard Law School at a
Sotheby's sale in 1913. (At the same time, Dunn's medical manuscripts were purchased by the Wcllcome Institute in London.) Of the
fourteen Law l ,ibrary manuscripts containing .\liddle English, clc\'Cn
came to I larvard as part of the Dunn purchase. The Dunn manuscripts include the three codices (.\1SS 43, 44, and 48) containing
.\1iddle English dictaminal models.
Of the codices not from the Richardson or Dunn collections, most
arc gifts or bequests made in the first half of this century, but some
of the more recent acquisitions arc purchases. In both the gifts and
purchases of I loughton manuscripts, that is, those of Harvard College
itself, there is little representation of the vast body of .\1iddlc English
dc\otional \\Titing. Indeed, .\1iddlc English codices that could properly be called devotional arc, for the most part, ones that were bought
for their decoration - four of the five Richardson codices (a \Vycliffitc
:'\cw Testament, a Rolle Psalter, a life of and prayers inrnking St.
Catherine of Alexandria, and an interesting volume of verse and
Augustinian prose texts) and the single Hofer manuscript, ;\1S TYP
193, containing arma christi prayers and acquired by Philip Hofer
because of its arma christi illustrations. Although there arc two exceptions to this generalization, .\1S ENG 5 I 5, the Prick of Conscience, and
.\1S ENG 701, Poor Caitiff, on the whole, devotional writings in .\tiddle
English arc not represented at Harvard in the abundant proportion
that thcv are in British collections. The reason is that the Harvard
College collection of early manuscripts did not grow organically over
a period of centuries. In fact, the College did not enter the market
for manuscripts until 1896, and major acquisitions have been through
gifts from collectors who reflected the taste of the early twentieth
century. Thus, as Rodney G. Dennis has pointed out, the collection
in Houghton was formed in a time that showed "an unmistakable
shift in emphasis from text to condition, from script to decoration,
from historical context to the physical attributes of the object.
"
(l lan;ard Library Bulletin, 31 [ 198 3], 294)

Uvervie:u:
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Although there is less devotional material than one might expect,
the Houghton holdings include a remarkably rich representation of
\tiddle English chronicles and chronicle-like writings. Excepting the
three single leaves at Houghton, there are twenty codices, and among
those twenty are four prose Brut manuscripts (.\lSS ENG 5 30, 587,
7 50, and RICHARDSON
35), even if we do not include the Brut continuation to the Trevet chronicle. Other chronicle manuscripts include
the Fabyan Chronicle (f.\1S ENG 766) and Hardyng Chronicle (f\1S
ENG 1054) mentioned earlier, and what appears to be the unique
codex containing the .\liddle English version of the Anglo-:~orman
chronicle written by ~icholas Trevet for \fary of Woodstock (f\lS
ENG 938). In addition, there is the Fyancells and Progress of \1ary
Tudor mentioned abmT (f\1S ENG 1095) and a sixteenth-century
parliamentary record book which contains the charges of Humphre~·,
Duke of Gloucester, against the Duke of Orleans and the three Star
Chamber accounts and the proclamation to the Commons, 32 Henrv
VI, regarding the Duke of Gloucester (f.\1S ENG 75 I). Even witho~t
including Lydgate's Troy Book (f.\1S ENG 752) in this tally, nine of
the twentv. book-length codices at Houghton that contain .\liddle
English arc of a historical, documentary nature.
Tv,:o of the most important chronicles were discussed earlier;
another that should be singled out is f.\1S ENG 938, a large (390 x
275), carefully decorated volume (five-line painted initials with full
borders) that has not survived in its entirety. The first, fragmentary
text, the .\liddle English treatise by ~icholas Bullard on aboriculture,
was probably originally at the end of the manuscript. That text is
now followed by a calendar with what appears to be an unusually
high percentage of female saints, and then by the only copy of the
\liddle English translation of ~icholas Trever's Anglo-~orman
Chronicle. \\'ritten originally for .\fary of Woodstock, it contains the
Constance storv that Chaucer used in his "\Ian of Law's Tale." The
Trevet Chroni~le is amplified with the second and part of the third
continuations of the prose Brut. This Chronicle is the center of a
carefully made and expensive codex that may \veil have been executed
for a fifteenth-century English chatelaine.
A Houghton manuscript with devotional writing that deserves
special mention is f\1S RICHARDSON
22. It is written in an Anglicana
bastarda hand, displays a double-column format and is decorated
with graceful painted initials and sprays. It contains four \tiddle
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\IS Richardson 22, f. 51' (page: 245 x 166; written space: 155 x 112).. \tiddlc
English translation, apparently from French, of the Pseudo-,\ugustine,
Solilm1uiorum animae. Gilt and painted initial with spray.
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English poems, including the short and long Charters of Christ, and
three prose works: "Benjamin \linor," a short and incomplete meditation on human unworthiness, and an acephalous text that occupies
folios l-52. Of this long, untitled work, the codex contains chapters
4-34. This work, v,:hich is wrongly identified in the catalogues and
which has never been published, has been correctly identified by
Robert Sturges as a translation - apparently prepared for .\ugustinian nuns - of a French text that draws on the Confessionsand
Soliloquiesof St .. \ugustine. It contains comments by the translator,
of which the following example re\·eals a keen awareness of the difficulties inn)lved in rendering texts from one language to another:
Thank_nl be alm:d1ti god my gode sustren, I haue now performyd your desyre in
englysshinge pese rneditaciou11s & confcssiouns of Seint ,\ustyn. I haue nat \Hyten
alway as it standip. [paragraph us] For in translatynge of oon Iangage to anoper som
\\ordis most be chaungyd & some places moo \n1nks must be seyde. [paragraphusj
For englych is soo buystus of it self pat ellis it wol be fol unsauery to rede. Per
folwe as me semyp is most lysabel. [paragraphusj .\ml I haue \Hyten in spekyng
to ( ;od for rcucrens 3 e and 3 m1res & so I fynde in pc frensche bokc pat I wrote
after rnus and \'(Jfrc, pat is to se:ve 3 e and 3mircs. But some replyhen per a3 enst,
for it is seyde pat it ys plurye & so schuld pey nat done. [paragraphusJ For oure
Ionic God, panknl mote he ever be, takep hcde principaly to a mannys entente
more pan to pc wordis. [paragraphusj .\!so O\\TC Jorde God or he made man scyde
[paragraphus] "'Faeiarnus hominem ad yrnagincm & similitudincm meam."' [paragraphus] .\lake we man after O\\Te _nnage & after ourc lykcncs. [paragraphus] Pere
he spackc in plur:· pc fader to pc sonc, so may \\C spckc to pc fader & to pc sonc
& to pc hol:· gost in plury of personcs, [paragraphus] and only oon God in pre
pcrsoncs [punctuation and capitalization supplied].

Among the Law School's holdings are three particularly noteworthy manuscripts that provided early users with letter-writing formulae. These manuscripts containing dictaminal formulae remind us
of the importance of correspondence in the fifteenth century, not only
for lawyers, but also for those less exalted figures - whether we use
the Continental term notaries or call them scri·veners- who handled
com·eyancing and much daily legal transaction. Of the three Law
manuscripts that contain letter forms (.\lSS 43, 44, and 48), 43 is the
fullest, containing two full letters and four forms of salutation. One
of the letters, which I have published elsewhere (Speculum, 56 [1981],
575-581) - a letter for a schoolboy to send to his parents asking for
payment for his master - is much more detailed in rhetorical instruction than is usually the case; it offers alternate phrasings and desig-
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nates the eight dictaminal divisions of the letter (salutatio, status
affectus, clausula regratiatoria, exordium, narratio, petitio, conclusio, and
subsalutatio). Another example from MS 44, perhaps included as a
document rather than as a model, is a letter asking that the recipient
forward part of the sender's wages to him. Part of the letter addresses
the sender's master's wife as "() sufferande lade of towre of fcminite
o dere worthi diamond o davbrucke o lore o rubicunde rose radicate
in beawty o the most goodely favorable." It appears, however, that
the efforts of this incipient Euphues were unsuccessful, for above the
entry \VC find "Item receyvyd of John Derynger 2nd & yet he mvythe
me 6 d more for 3ere for pcchambere."
The other professional school with manuscript holdings, Countway Library, possesses in MS 19 a very important codex . .\lS 19
contains an interesting combination of closely related Latin and .\liddlc English texts that are also to be found in five other surviving
manuscripts. The first :\fiddle English text in this codex, a uroscopy
treatise, is followed by the closely related Latin "Expositiones urinarum in ordine." Several texts later a Latin plague treatise by "John
of Burgundy" or "John of Bordeaux" occurs. An English redaction
follows the Latin version, and that is, in turn, followed by an additional Latin discussion. The last vernacular \vork, on the planets, is
followed by eight leaves containing Latin astrological material. This
intercalation of related Latin and vernacular texts illustrates the transition from Latin to English for technical writing in the fifteenth
century. A small, handsomely written paper codex in pristine conc.lition, this manuscript is illustrated by a zodiac man and uroscopy
flasks. A. I. Doyle's identification of the hand as that of the Westminster scribe William Ebesham makes it highly probable that this
volume is the "litill boke of phisyke" that Ebesham copied for John
Paston and dunned Paston for twice in 1468. This small, comely
manuscript is significant as another surviving example of the work of
an important English scribe.
Clearly, Harvard's .\fiddle English manuscript holdings deserve to
be better known.

